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‘This is a writer at the absolute top of her game.’
ERI N K ELLY

Fran thought she’d never return to Ash Mountain but her dad
has become ill, her relationship is over, and she hates her
dead-end job in the city anyway. In a blistering summer,
childhood memories prick at her fragile self-esteem as old
friendships and rivalries are renewed, and new ones forged.
But the tumult of her home life is the least of her worries,
because a bushfire is roaring towards Ash Mountain, and the
town’s long-held secrets will soon be exposed in the carnage.
Ash Mountain is uniquely Australian domestic noir –
warm, blackly funny and a powder keg of accumulated
tension. Vividly portraying small-town life, and a
woman and a land in crisis, this is a disaster thriller
you will never forget.

‘Haunting, thrilling, dark, funny and devastating.’
CH RISTIAN WH ITE

‘You are a GENIUS Helen FitzGerald.
I bow down to your craziness and passion.’
LO U ISE BEECH
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CHAPTER ONE

Monday 26 January, 3.30pm

‘If you want Fran to die, add two. That’s zero-two if you would
like to say goodbye to Francesca.’
Fran unstuck herself from the couch and reached for the
alarm. In the background a man on telly with no face and
no body was saying: ‘To dump Aron dial 0800 8001. Or, if
it’s Michelle you want to dump, add 2, that’s 0800 8002 if you
want to say goodbye to Michelle.’
Michelle? Fran paused to confirm she had been asleep for
two episodes. Yep, it was 3.30pm. She switched off the alarm,
then on and off again, but the noise continued.
There was an emergency siren coming from outside. She
checked online – no updates for Ash Mountain yet, no need
to panic.
‘Dad, the town siren’s going off,’ she yelled from the hall.
‘Not sure why, nothing online. I’m going to get Vonny, back
soon.’
Fran grabbed her backpack and shut the door behind her.
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She knew she couldn’t Leave Early, but expected she’d
at least Believe Early; and not be one of those ignoramuses
who are like, Hey take my pic, Check out Nature, Is that…?
Can you please tell me what I’m seeing? Believing was proving
difficult, however. To her right, coming in from the northwest, a gigantic wall of black and grey and red, a tsunami
of smoke hundreds of metres high, had cut the world in
half. She lost a few seconds to disbelief – was it just clouds?
Aliens? The sherry she’d had at 10.20am? She raced back
inside to her bedroom and threw on jeans, jumper, leather
boots, gloves and a beanie. She put a blanket in her backpack,
ran down the hall and hugged her dad: ‘There’s a fire to the
north, you follow the drill.’ Shutting the front door behind
her once more, she checked that all the windows and doors
were closed, that the sprinklers were on and the roof damp.
She considered the four-wheel drive, but Dante had taken it
to the beach with Tiffany. She considered going back inside
again and staying there – which would be safe, probably –
but she had to be with Vonny, no matter what, so decided
against it. She considered the two remaining ostriches and,
as per the fantasy she secretly enjoyed sometimes, decided
against them too.
On foot, the convent hall was a kilometre south-east of
the farm. She knew the route too well, every dry inch, and
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thumbed her phone as she pounced over ditches and dead
marsupials.
‘Triple Zero,’ said a woman. ‘What’s your emergency?’
‘There’s a firestorm coming straight for Ash Mountain,’
said Fran, breathing in through the nose and out through
the mouth. ‘It’s above McBean’s Hill. There are embers – ow,
shit. It’s coming fast; something’s happened. The sky, oh my
God, and the wind’s gone crazy. No one knows here, there is
nothing online. We need help.’ She couldn’t hear what the
woman was saying – nothing useful. Was she on hold? She
hung up and dialled her dad. Engaged.
Somehow, she was still running, and she only winced a
little when three kangaroos overtook her, embers landing
on their backs from the reddening sky. Thank God, her dad
answered this time: ‘It’s bad, and close,’ she said. ‘I’m sorry I
left you alone there, but I have to be with Vonny. You stick to
the plan though. We’ll be home soon.’
‘On you go,’ said Dad.
There was no answer from The Captain, no answer from
Vonny. She left voice messages for both as she passed the
spreading desert of commuter boxes surrounding the sign:
ASH MOUNTAIN
Population: 867
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Feeling the heat as she ran up the walking trail, she dialled
home again. ‘Dad? I’m seeing flames. Are you okay?’
‘All good, it’s missing us. Where are you?’
‘I’m nearing the monument. Ow, I’m … Tell me what to do.’
‘Get inside, block both top and bottom doors, and stay
in the middle till The Rumbling stops. You’ll be fine in there.
See you on the other side in fifteen. Go.’
The bluestone tower was on the top of the hill, only twenty
metres away, but she was dream-running, not getting anywhere.
It was only when she collapsed that she realised the air was no
longer air. Like in a panic attack, an asthma attack, she could
not squeeze any in. Her eyes were burning and a missile hit
her foot. When she felt the pain she scrambled to standing and
staggered towards the gothic tower. A eucalyptus bomb hit her
back as she opened the thick door. She closed it behind her
and looked for rubble to seal the cracks. There wasn’t anything
suitable – only a used condom, three empty beer cans.
It was so hot, and the world had turned terracotta.
No time to waste on cracks, she ran up the winding inner
staircase to close the hatch door at the top. It was already shut.
She ran halfway down again, placed herself in the recovery
position and waited for The Rumbling.
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The sudden still was confusing. She was inside a stone tower,
so perhaps that’s why there wasn’t a breath of a wind, no bird
chirping, no town siren. All she could hear was her breathing.
It was dusk-dark inside, weak waves of blood-orange light
softening the five metres above and five metres below her
curved step. Perhaps it had passed. Perhaps the thick drops
of the cool change had brought boys and girls outside into
gardens to rejoice in the wet.
It was too still. Thunder always accompanied the ecstasy of
a cool change.
Maybe she was dead and this was Hades. Growing up
she’d often wondered that.
Or the wall of grey was a spaceship after all, and she was
now inside it. Fran was totally willing to go with the alien
hypothesis, but then the silence stopped. A noise. What was
that noise?
Several jet engines seemed to be heading towards her.
The Rumbling.
She looked at her watch: 3.37pm. By 3.52 it should get quiet
and be safe to step outside. She covered her ears and counted
sheep, and when they started burning in her mind she counted
spoons, and when they melted in her mind she counted …
She would count Vonnies, that’s what: Veronica.
Beautiful Vonny.
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Burning Vonny.
Two minutes in, thirteen to go. She inhaled hot dirt and
resolved:
My Vonny.
Fran pulled the beanie over her head and the blanket
from her backpack over her body. She pressed her face to the
ground and, for the next thirteen minutes, trembled no more
than the seventy-foot rock in which she was encased.

Dear God Dear God Dear God.
Someone was praying, which meant someone was alive.
Not Fran, she never prayed, did she? Dear God, forgive me.
It was Fran. She lifted the beanie from her head,
coughed and covered herself with it again. Holding the
blanket over her head, she ascended the stairs on her hands
and knees, making one blind plea per step – Dear God,
Please God – till she reached the top. She wrapped a sleeve
round her gloved hand to push the hatch door open, and
crawled out onto the edge of the smoking lookout. This
was the highest point in the Shire. If Fran took the beanie
off, she’d see all the way from the Ryans’ to the Gallaghers’.
She’d know everything.
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Fran did the sign of the cross and said a prayer: ‘Forgive
me Lord for all the times that I have wished this town burned
down.’
She removed the beanie.
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PRAISE FOR ASH MOUNTAIN
‘This is a writer at the absolute top of her game’ Erin Kelly
‘I’m a huge fan of Helen FitzGerald’s offbeat characters and
mordant wit … As a terrifying bushfire rampages through a
close-knit community, secrets great and small are up for grabs –
which will survive and which be buried with their owners?
I loved it!’ Louise Candlish
‘You are a GENIUS Helen FitzGerald. I bow down to your
craziness and passion’ Louise Beech
‘It’s dark, yes, but with an effusive sense of humanity at its heart
… highly recommended’ Mystery People
‘Fitzgerald is back with a new all-grown-up, returning-home
drama that shows both the funny and tragic side of
small-town life’
The Sun
‘Once again Helen Fitzgerald kicks it out the park – don’t
miss it’ Chapter in My Life
‘A haunting poignancy … with rays of light via Helen’s
humour’ The Reading Closet
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‘A tour de force. It still gives me goose bumps to think about it’
Live & Deadly
‘There was the right amount of thrills, humour and drama that
kept the pace moving throughout’ Afternoon Bookery
‘A compelling and gripping read’ Raven Crime Reads
‘This book is a little bit mystery, a dash of thriller, and a heaped
scoop of literary fiction mixed together to create something that
every reader can appreciate’ What Jess Reads
‘A difficult, thought-provoking read, made all the more real by
the recent bushfires that tore through Australia’ Feminisia Libros
‘A poignant book that will stay with you’ Jackie’s Reading Corner
‘An engaging, gritty read … Helen’s edgy writing is completely
unique and not a word is wasted … her best work to date’
Tales Before Bedtime
‘A fast-paced read. It is the first time I’ve read one of Helen’s
novels and I will definitely read more’ Emma’s Biblio Treasures
‘A beautifully rendered, diverse cast of characters and an
outstanding sense of place’ Hair Past a Freckle
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‘I could feel the heat of the fire as the inferno reached its peak …
hauntingly beautiful and yet scary at the same time’ Ebook Addicts
‘A rollercoaster from start to finish … absolutely outstanding
and heartbreaking … five stars all the way!’ The Twist and
Turn Book Blog
‘A very different and thought-provoking read’ Nicki’s Book Blog
‘Fitzgerald is a master of her trade and a pleasure to read’
Cheryl M-M’s Book Blog
‘The joy of a thriller is all the twists and turns, trying to work
out where the story is going and then being proved wrong over
and over again … this story does that multiple times and I just
couldn’t put it down’ PRDG Reads
‘Fitzgerald explores some really important issues … sexuality,
sexual abuse and death … which make this novel really poignant’
Portable Magic
‘This haunting and evocative story is not one that I will easily
forget’ The Book Magnet
‘Will keep you hooked right until the last page. Helen Fitzgerald
is a unique voice’ Hooked from Page One
‘Completely engaging and so easy to read’ Online Blanket Fort
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‘Atmospheric, gripping, relevant and intense … blew me away!
This author has never let me down’ Crime Book Junkie
‘This story really captivated me and I just kept turning the pages
needing to know more’ Read to Ramble
‘An intricate plot and wonderful, if dysfunctional characters.
Hard hitting with its devastating conclusion, this is a thriller I
won’t forget in a hurry’ Book Literati
‘A beautiful, heart-warming story … Dark in places, gritty and
tense … you feel the heat and smoke from the fire’
Books Behind the Title
‘Beautifully written, laced through with humour … with a
breathtaking, devastating denouement’ Suze Reviews
‘A great mix of drama, tragedy and dark humour’
Over the Rainbow Book Blog
‘Will keep readers gripped … and have them desperately
counting down the days until the next exquisitely plotted and
brilliantly told thriller from this immensely talented writer’
Bookish Jottings
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PRAISE FOR HELEN FITZGERALD
‘The main character is one of the most extraordinary you’ll meet
between the pages of a book’ Ian Rankin
‘A dark, comic masterpiece which manages to be both
excruciatingly tense and laugh-out-loud funny at the same time.
Great stuff!’ Mark Edwards
‘Dark humour and darker truths permeate a thrilling crime novel
that is fabulously transgressive and completely unique’
Mark Billingham
‘I don’t think I’ve reacted to the ending of a book like this before.
I am processing it, and increasingly thinking on its genius’
Claire Allen
‘A crazy, full-throttle ride, terrifying, hilarious and heartbreaking
in equal measure, with the most vivid and brilliant central
character I’ve read in years’ Doug Johnstone
‘Simply stunning. Dark, uncompromising, funny, and almost
impossible to put down. Mary is one my favourite characters
of recent times. Always real, always honest, always superb’
Luca Veste
‘Exhilarating! As well as the no-holds-barred, unapologetically
written main character, the in-depth day-to-day detail of life in
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the grimy world of the probation officer gives the book great
authenticity, a kind of fly-on-the-wall fast-moving documentary
feel’ SE Lynes
‘This book took me on such a journey and a range of emotions!
Laughing, cringing and hesitant all at the same time. Also very
grateful I never became a social worker. Totally gripping and so
well written’ Madeleine Black
‘Twisted and utterly contemporary, this is pure, unfiltered noir.
From that killer opening line to the dark irony of its final scene.
You need to read this’ Russel McLean
‘Very dark, very funny and very original. Helen Fitzgerald is one
of a kind, and a welcome breath of fresh air in the world of offbeat but achingly relatable crime fiction’ S.J.I. Holliday
‘I’m convinced that Helen FitzGerald is some kind of genius. It’s
dark, unsettling, shocking and brilliantly funny – often at the
same time. It also confirms her as queen of the killer opening
line. Loved it’ Paul Burston
‘From the author of The Cry, and laced with pitch-dark acerbic
humour, the classic thriller gets a hell of a twist’ Heat
‘This frenetic novel’s strongest assets are its sheer verbal energy
and the acerbic views of its heroine, who resembles a female
Frankie Boyle’ Sunday Times
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‘With its delightful lack of taste – FitzGerald writes like a more
focused Irvine Welsh or a less misogynist Philip Roth – it is first
and foremost a scandalously rude comic masterpiece’
Daily Telegraph
‘This novel is a funny, agonising account of one good woman’s
battle with rage, guilt, fear, duty and disaster’ Literary Review
‘Sublime … a foul-mouthed, satirical revenge thriller’ Guardian
‘The plotting is intricate and beautifully handled, and the
narrative pace is absolutely breakneck …a wonderful, energetic,
hard-hitting and deeply funny novel’ The Big Issue
‘A seriously fabulous, gritty, and whip-cracking humourfilled read … this is short, sharp storytelling at its very best’
LoveReading
‘This darkly funny, shocking and surprisingly emotional thriller is
unlike anything you’ve ever read before’ Fabulous Mag
‘The revs are kept high and readers will feel, like Mary, that
they’re barely clinging on throughout. Energetic and darkly
hilarious’ New Zealand Listener
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